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SUMMARY

.4 method ha8 been dewlop(d j w interpreting Y-G records
taken dun”ng the courw of commerm”al transport operation.
This method inrolre8 the utilization of jairly simple stati&ical
procedure8 to obtain “flight enrelope8,’1 which predicf that, on
the awrage, in a 8tated number of $ight hours, one ralue of
airspeed will exceed the enrelope, and one pow-tire and one
negatire acceleration increment udl exceed the enrelope with
equal probability oj being experienced at any air8peed. Com-
parison with the actual data obtained from rariou8 airplane8
and from rariou8 airlines indicates that the~e enrelope8 predict
the occurrence of large rakes of acceleration and airspeed wifh
a high degree of accuram~.

INTRODUCTION

Acceleration and nirspeed dats ha-w been collected at the
LtmgIey Laborato~ of the ATACAin the form of V-G records
(reference 1) that represent about. 200,000 hours of flight with
various transport airplanes. These records, which ha~-e been
supplied by the airlines, together with occasional supplemen-
tary information concerning atmospheric conditions S.UCIun-
usual operating practices, constitute almost all the data on
applied Ioads that arc available from commercial transport
operations

The V–G record presents the enveIope of indicated air-
speed against vertical acceleration for the length of time that
it is installed in the airplane. The nature of this enveIope
is such that only peak -dues of acceleration may be dis-
cerned, so that, for a gi~en amount of flight- time, only the
Imgest accelerations experienced at each speed can be evalu-
ated. Since littIe is known about the actual conditions under
which the data were obt ainecl, werage conditions of wing
Ioading, load distributions, and operating practices must be
assumed. Despite the apparent Imitations of such data,
the V-G data have the advantage of representing a -wide
variety of operating conditions and of presenting the large
values of acceleration that are signticant in the instigat-
ion of the gust-load requirements. Thus, analysis of the
V-G records may be expected to be of value in the evaluation
of present- requirements or in pointi~~ the way for future
modifications.

A rough check of present requirements may be made by
comparing the composite of all the V-G envelopes from a
given airplane with the accelerations for which the airplane

is designed. Composite enveIopes for the various airpIanes
-with which V-G data have been obtained are presented in
reference 2. It is evident, however, that the composite
envelopes, aIthough of vaIue in the presentation of the over-
alI picture of airspeed and acceleration, contribut~ littIe to
the determination of trends in tke data or to the prediction
of the acceleration experiences of transport airplanes.

A growing appreciation of the probIem of life e.spectancy
of aircraft has indicated the need for a method of analysis
of the V-G data that would permit predictions concerning
the number and ma=titude of the Iarge accelerations which
would be experienced in a gi~en number of hours of normal
transport operation. The object of the present report is to
describe such a method and to show how it may be appIied
to the V-G data from any transport. airplane. This method
involves the utilization of fairIy simple statistical procedures
to arrive at ‘{fIight envelopes” which predict that, on the
average, in a given number of flight hours, one due of air-
speed wiIl exceed the envcIope and one positi~e and one
negatire acceleration increment will exceed the enveIope
with equal probability of being experienced at any airspeed.

SYMBOLS

T aver~ue flight time per record, hours
T total flight time, hours
~.k

maximum indicated airspeed on V-G record,
miIes per hour

Pa probability that ma..imum indicated air-
speed on V-G recorcl wiU mceed a gken
vaIue

~“= indicated akspeed that wiIl be cxceedcd, on
the a-rerage, once in T hours, miles per
hour

k number of 10-miIe-per-hour airspeed int.er-
WIS into which the :peed range of air-
pIane is divided

An_ ma-ximum positive or negative acceleration
increment on V–G record, g units

PAz probability that maximum acceleration iu-
crement on V-G record will exceed a given
wdue

An= acceleration increment that will be exc&ded,
on the average, once in kT hours in a
given speed range, g units
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Vo indicated airspeed at which maximum posi-
tive or negative acceleration increment on
V-G record is experienced, mib per hour

P, probability that V. will occur in a given speed
range

ZPO probability that V. will exceed a given value
P probability that a given value of acceleration

wiH be exceeded in a given speed range
~~~, n~,z, VO mwwy values of distributions of ~’~~,

Anm~, and VO,respectively
us, U&, UO standard deviations of distributiona of 17-,

An~m., and T“o,respectively
CY#,aA~,q coefficients of skewness of distributions of

17=, Ann=, and VO,respectively
The term “probability” used herein may be interpreted

as the ratio of the number of records on which a given event
occurs to the total number of records. All airspeeda men-
tioned are indicated airepceds.

METHOD

The method presented may be used to predict the acceler-
ation experiences of transport airplanes from available V-G
records, Briefly, the steps in the procedure are the selection
from the basic data of the records suitable for analysis, the
determination from these ~ecords of the probability of
occurrence of large valuea of airspeed and acceleration, and
the combination of these probabilities to obtain flight
envelopes.

Basic data,—Because of the desirability of a uniform
number of flight hours per record, only the records that have
a reasonably constant number of flight hours should be used.
The wide variation in the number of flight hours of available
records, however, requires that fairly broad limits be allowed
in order to obtain a sufficient mmhcr of records for the
analysis. No definite limits can be set but, on the basis of
the work done to date, it appeara that a range of about 30
percent of the total variation in flight hours maybe aIlowed.

Six values are taken from each of the records to be ana-
Iyzcd: the flight time, the maximum indicated airspeed
Vma=, the maximum positive and matium negative ac-
celeration inc.rement.s An~~, and the indicated airspeeds
VO at which the maximum acceleration increments are
experienced.

Probability distributions.—The probability distributions if
l’~z, An~~=, and ~70are required in the analysis. It has
been found that Pearson Type HI probability curves (refer-
ence 3) can be used to determine the probabilities P,, PA,,
and ZPO that T7MZ,Anm~~,and ~’o, respectively, will exceed
given values. With the assumption that the distributions
of positive and negative acceleration increments are identical,
the values of Anma=are combined without regard to sign in
the determination of PA*.

The Pearson Type 111 curves form a three-parameter
family; the parameters for a particular distribution are de-
termined from the mean value, the standard deviation,
and the coefllcient of skewness of the distribution. The
actual computation of tbwm curves is somewhat involved
and depends on tables that are not in common use, For

convenience, the curves htiving pwwmch’rs within (Iw rnngc
that might be expected in the antilysie of \r-G liata arc pre-
sent ed in figure 1. The ubscissa t in this figure is the so-
calIed standard statistical SCRIC(reference 3) so that, for
the distrilmt ion of I’=et,

.
tJ ‘u

– rm.
us

(la)

for the distribution of Anmez,

#=A”nma’—z.==
CTA~

(lb)

and, for the distribution of Vo,

J=
Uo (lC)

The mean value, the standard rkwiation, and tlw cocficicnt
of skewness of the distribution of l’~n, ma.v be ddcrminui.
from the followiug formulas:

=
T ;M”mrmar=

d
-ba,= ~ (l”.= -- TJ

%=~+ x~mr~mur)a

where N represents the number of observations upon which
the distribution is bused: Similar formulas hold for the
distributions of Anma and 1;. In the use of figure 1 to
construct the probability curves, vahma of t cwrruspomiing
to selected values of V~ti, An=.=, or ~-o mo computed and
the probabilities are then determined from the cwrvc in
figure 1 that corresponds to thu proper valur of a. Linear
interpolation for values of a not shown k figure 1 is mkquntc.

In the subsequent analysis, the probability 21’0 is nssumrxl
to give a reliable rcprcsentmt.ion of the prolmbilit-y that the
airspeed at which a given large aw+ration is cxpcrirnccd
will tweed a given value. Inspection of the dutti from
various a.irpkmcs, however, htw shown that this aksumpt ion
is valid only up to the normal cruising speed of the nirpla n~,
since, alt.hopgh lnrge accelmations arc frequently expcriwwcd
at high speeds, the mmimum accch-mttions on a record arc
seldom found beyond this point. Accor~iiugly, it ims bucn
found necessary to modify t.hc Tcype 111 curvo for h distri-
bution of ~~ so as to present a suitable cslimatc of 1.I1o
probability that the spmd at which a given large accelera-
tion is experienced will excccd a given vnluc. Experiment n-
tion has shown that tho nwwssnry mochfwation can bc
conveniently effected by extrapolating to the high vslucs
of airspeed by means of an exponcntinl curve (a straight
line on semilog paper) drawn tangent to t hc Typo I lJ em-m
at the ncmnal cruising spcec? of the aiqdanc. Vah.ms of
ZPO at high values of airspeed are Mien from this
exponential curve.
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The flight envelope for a given number of hours is d~ter- (1) Acceleration and airspeed are statistically independ-
rnined by the number of accelerations that v511exceed green ent (that is, if the airplane were flow-n for equal periods of
values in diiTerent speed ranges. Thus, construction of the time at all speeds, the probability of exceeding n given
envelope depends upon a Jmowledge of the probability P -due of acceleration would be the same at aIl airspeeds)
that a given large value of acceleration wiU be exceeded in a (2) The distribution of An== gives a reliable representa-
given speed range. With the assumptions that tion of the distribution of Ia.rge acceleratione
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(3) The modified distribution of KOgives a reliable rep-
resentation of the velocities at which all large accelera-
tions occur

the probability P may be exprewed as the product of two
knomm probabilities; thus

where P. is the probability that V. willoccur in the. given

speed range.

Some explanation of assumption (1) is in order. In tlw
strictest sense acceleration and airspeed me not statistically
independent since, if the airplane were flown at random at
different speeds, the highest accelerations would be experi-
enced at the highest speeds. Transport airplanes, howover,
are not flown at random speeds; in fact, the speed is usually
determined, by weather conditions so that the airplane flies
at high speeds in smooth air and at reduced speeds in turbul-
ent air, Thus, the assumption of statistical independence
is to be interpreted herein as meaning that if the airplane
were ffown for equal periods of time at all speeds under con-
ditions a~ which these speeds are normally attained then
tho probability of exceeding a given value of acceleration
would be the. same at all airspeeds.

Envelope airspeed,—The first step in the construction of
the flight envelope representing, say, T houm of flight is
the determination of the airspeed T’~ that will be exceeded
once in T hours. If r is the average flight time per record,
the desired aimpeed is the one that is -ceeded, on the
uverage, once in T/r records. Thm~, T7Tis determined from
the equation

(3)

and from the probability curve for P..
Envelope accelerations. -It has been found convenient to

divide the expected spcecl range of the riirplane into 10-mile-
per-hour intervals. If the minimum airspeed for transport
airplanes (except during landing and take-off) is assumed to
be 100 miles per hour, in the flight envelope for T hours,

~= T’,- 100
10

(4)

*

speed intmvals must be considered. (The nearest integral
value of k is satisfactory.)

If one acceleration is to exceed the flight envelope in
T hours with equal probability of being experienced in each of
the k speed ranges, theg, on the average, one acceleration in
kT houm should exceed the flight envelope in each speed
range; that is, on the average, one in kT/r records should have
an acceleration exceeding the envelope in a given speed

range., Thus, P=& so that with the use of equation (2),

the acceleration increment An., which determines the flight

envelope for T hours in a given speed range, is found from [ho
equation

f’&=& - (5)

and from the probability curve for ~h~.
The values of T~~and An= as dctwminwl in the preceding

paragapha are sufficient to construct the envelope rcprcscnt-
ing Thoure of ffight. Positive and rwgntivc values of Anr me
plotted at the midpoints of the corresponding speed mngcs
and a smooth curve is drawn through thv plottrd points.
The envelope is cIosed at the high-spd cnd by n strRighL
line though T“tcperpendicular to the tiirsiwcd axis.

In the present analysis, no attempt is nmdc .1o classify the
acceleration pcake taken from thc records as duc to gus[s,
maneuvers, or gust maneuvers. Such a chssifirnticm is nt
best highly uncertain. Inasmuch as expwicncc indim lcs th[lL
most of the large loads imposed during Immd transport
operation are due to gusts, tlw assumption that the JlighL
envelope9 of tlllis report reprcmn t gust conditions seems
reasonable. Thus, these envelopes may be convcrtcd Lo
gust-veIocity envelopes by mcwns of thc shtwp-edged-gush
fornda (reference l).

EXAhIPLE

In order to illustrate LIN for[’going mc(hod of nmdysis,
the actual computations ncccssmy for the ccmslrucLion of
a particular flight envelope arc prcscntw.lm ‘Nw data vmrc
obtained from DC–3 airpkmcs of a particuhw airline during
the period from 1937 to 1941. The results given lmwin
cannot be applied generally since thvy rcprcscnt unly n smnlt
part of th~ available data.

Basic data,—The dutu ti~ailahlc for analysis ccnsishd of
35 recorcls totaling 17,675 houm of flight.. Bccomc of the
wide range of flight ht)ursj bowevcr, only rccorda that rrp;c-
sented between 575 and 800 hours were used. There were
15 such records, totaling 9691 hours of, flighl tind having nn
average record time r of about 650 hours. The vahwe of
Vm=, i%==, and T; read f~onl these records mc sun]mmizcd
in tabIe I in the form of freqw.mcy distributions.

TABLE I

FREQUENCY D1STRI13L!TIONSOF 1“.,,, An . . . AS D
\’-G REC’ORDS FROM DC-3 A#PLANIM

T.m.= dMrIbutimr Anmudlstrlhtkm T-Qdktrllmtfou

Fr& An... Frc-
(:p%) qucncy . @unk) qrrcncy (mVi) -I&&

2M-2KI
2X-224 i
Z!&-m s
2WJ-234 4
236+39
240-244 :
!24E-24Q f
253-2s4

aeo-o.m
0.704 ra
asmw
0.46-0.w
LLKI-LO’J
L 10-1.19
L!m-l. zl)
1.24-1.39
1.40-1.49
Lal-l. &a
LIWLOB
L70-1C7U
LSO-LW4
1.90-LW

lln-lw
110119
Im.l!al
KU 139
140.14?
160-lW
IOWIW
170-179
m 1s9
180-lW
m -m
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Probability distributions,-The average values, the stand-
ard deviations, and the coefficients of skewness of the dis-
tributions of l“=, lm~~, and ~“. have been computed by
standard methods (reference 3) rind the results me presented
in table I. The Pearson Type III probability curves de-
termined from these computed values and the curves in
figure 1 are shown in figures 2 to 4 together with the cumu-
lative frequency distributions obtained from table I. (The
cumulative frequency distributions present the relative
frequencies, obtained from the basic data, of airspeeds and
accelerations that e..ceed given values.) Also shown in
figure 4 is the added “straight-line” extrapolate ion of t.hc
~~ probability curve at the cruising speed of the DC–3 air-
plane, which is 180 miles per hour.

In order to ihstrate the manner in which the Type III
curves are constructed, one point on the tima, probability
curve vdl be determined. From equation (lb) and table I,

,_Anmc;l.23
..

For An_=2.0, t=2.56, and from figure 1 for ~,=0.46, the
probability is found to be 0.011. This value is plotted in
figure 3 for Anm==2.0.

Figures 2 ancl 3 gi-re the probability that selected values
of airspeed or acceleration increment wilI be exceeded. For
e~arnple, from figure 2, the probability that ~“m w-ill exceed
z40 ties per hour is 0.12 so that., on the ave~~e, 1 in about

8.:3 records will have a mmi.mum airspeed greater than 240
miles per hour. Since r=650 for these data, it maybe con-
cluded that this value of airspeed mill be exceeded, on the
average, once in every 54oO hours of fLight.

FIOUBE2.–PvobabUItythat maximum!ndkakd absp?ed on a rezvrdwfllexceed
a @ren valae.

t I I I 1A I I I I I I I 1

I I I I I I \l I I I I I I f

Illltlkdlll .1111
W I I I t I l\ I I I I I I I

1 1 # 1 1 + \ I 1 , I t 1 I

I I I I I t \l t I t I I I

t t t I 1 I I \ I 1 I I

I I I I I I I I I {1

1 I I J

FKWEIE3.—Frubab[Iltythiu the maxbnume.ccekatka Inuemant on a remrd will exceed
a given-mluc.

0 Zbm>ati+e f&queky “&s- I ?~
[ kbdb-i fnrn V-G mca& \ I I I I IIF. t 1 b I I ,, <, , , ,t I t ! I h t\ t I I

t b I I i

, 1 1 r r .

Pewsaq ripeif ---
pa&7Mity cwve

Ir , , , I I , \
t

I b 1 t
i I r I t 1 I

1 1 t 1 I

FIGCXE 4.—RobabUity tlmt Indicated afmpeed at whfch maximum aceeke.tion Incmnmt
!9experiencedwill exceeda gken valqe.
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VnluW of PO are obtained by subtracting successive vahwa
of ZPO taken from figure 4. For exainple, the probability
that the maximum acceleration will occur in the speecl inter-
va~ from 180 b 1.90 miles per hour is 0.38–0.22 or 0.16.

Envelope airspeed.-The construction of the flight. en-
velope is now dependent only upon the choice of the number
of flight hours T. In this example, the value of 10,000 hours
has been selected for T. This choice is quite arbitrary, and

only slight modifications in the numerical work qre necessary

to determine the envelope that corresponds to any desired

vaIue of T. With the use of equation (3),

650——
“-1OOOO

=0.0650

so that, from figure 2, Vr=244 miles per hour.

Envelope accelerations+%ce Vr=”244 miles per hour,
equation (4) shows that k= 14. Thus, equation (5) becomes

“i= (14) (%:00)$%

0.00463
‘T

.—.

TABLE 11

SUMMARY OF CALCULATIONS NECESSARY FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF THE 10, OOO-HOCTRFLIGHT ENVE-
LOPE FORjDC-3:AIRPLANES

[“’-mk-”*l

100
110
122

Km‘

140

la)

100

170

180

100

2(0

210

.220

ml

240

Z’c

:.W

.Lw

.%

.M1

.92

.86

.74

.58

.28

.220

.128

.074

.048

.024

.014

P# p’.
-

t.01 0.462’

.01 .402

.02 .2a2

.In “.154

.M .0s79

.11 .0421

.16 .02al

.2) .0232

.16 .0299

.092 .0W3

.0s4 .0s57

.021 .149

.Ol!a .244

.010 .403

A)lr

1.29

1.22

1.42

LEa

L73

1.7s

L85

LS8

LS6

L76

L 65

1. E3

L42

L 29

Table II shows how the values of P.. for the various sued.
ranges may be conveniently obtained. Values of ZPOare
taken from figure 4. and POis obtained by subtracting suc-
c4wsive valuea of ZPO. The values of An~ are obtained from
figure 3.

The values obtained for Vr and An. are plotted in figure 5
and smooth curves are drawn through the plotted values
of Anr. The flight envelope for 10,000 hours is thus fully
determined.

tcdicdsd oi~ n@

Fmurm 6.-Constructloo offlightenvelopeoorras~dbg tn 10,~ hoursofflightw[tb
DC+ S&@N!4,

DISCUSSION

The flight envelopes obtained by the methods of the
present report predict that., on the average, in a stated
number of hours of flight the maximum vahm of nilspccd
will be exceedd once and that one posit ivo and onc negat ivc
acceleration increment will exceed the cnvclopc with equal
probability of being experienced at any nirepmd. The
determination of these envelopw depends onIy upon the
selection of the maximum values of airspred nnd accekumt ion
from the V-G records and involves WIML seems to bc a
minimum of cornputa.t.ional work. Of course, similar cn-
ve.lopee could be obt.aincd by the straightforward but highly
labo~ous method of dividing the spewer range of the airplano
into, say, 10-miIe-per-hour ranges and finding the dist rilm-
tions of nwximum rtcceIeration increments taken from carh
of these speed ranges. In order to compare the two nw[hods,
this procedure has been applied to the data from [ho I>C- -3
airplane used in the present report and tho rcsu]ta for 10,000
hours of flight are compared in figure 6 with the 10,000-hour
flight envelope of figure 5. The two methods can be seen to
yield similar results. -

hdicwted airspee@ ~h

Fmmm 0.-C0mp&50n of 10,000-hOurRI@ envelope6nelenvcIomobtained by mparate
amdye.isti each spewirfmge. .4ctonIeompasited reeds on wldcll the cnrcluposwore
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Inakai%d air- IT@

Fmt P.?!i.–Comp8rision c4mktktad flight en@opm with the oompmlted the V-G
enreIoB fromDC+ afrptam.

The composite of the 15 V-G records representing 9691
hours of flight, which have been used in determining the
flight envelopes for the DC–3, is show= in figure 6. It
may be noted that two airspeeds and tvio negative accelera-
tion increments exceed the 10,000-hour envelope.

The fact that only 15 of the tivailable 35 V-G records were
wed in the tmalysis affords an opportunity to investigate the
capacity of the flight envelopes to predict acceleration and
airspeed e.xperienccs. The composite of all the 35 records
representing 17,675 hours of flight is shown in figure 7,
together viith the 10,000-hour, 20,000-hour, and 50,000-hour
flight envelopes determined from the 15 selected records.
Intw@ation for about 17,500 hours shows that one positive
acceleration increment and one airspeed exceed the envelope.
The fact that exactly the right number of positire accelera-
tion increments and airspeeds exceeded this one envelope is
not partidarly important, and the fact that no negative
acceleration increments ~~ceeded the envelope is equally
unimportant. since predictions based on a statistical analysis
represent average conditions and can be wrified only by the
examination of large masses of data. Since eight sets of
data, in-i-olving four clifTerent airpkmes rmd four airlines, viere
available, a check of the present method can be made by
comparing the calculated envelopes with the corresponding
IT-G composites. For the eight envelopes, nine positive
acceleration increments, ten negat i-m acceleration increments,
and seven airspeeds were found to ~xceecl the envelopes.
Thus, the flight envelopes obtained by the methods of the
present report appem to predict the occurrences of large
values of acceleration and airspeed w-ith a high de=~ee
of accuracy.

In the application of these methods to a particular set of
V-G data, it. appears that satisfactory resuIts may be ob-

t ainecl with a minimum of about 15 records representing

not Iess than about 2500 flighthours. The actuaI number
of flight hours per record is not particularly important, pro-
vided the range of flight hours is not too large. Probability
curves -were derived from sets of data with different average
record times and were found to be essentiaHy similar; a
change in scaIe made the curves comparable with regard to the
number of hours required to exceed any given acceleration.
Thus, identical results were obtained from two sets of records
from the same airplane and &ine but with widely diflerent
flight hours per record.

The variations in the number of flight hours on the records
accumulated to date are apparently due to practical limita-
tions that ailed the inst allat.ion and removaI of the records
horn the airplanes. In order to increase the accuracy of the
present type of anaIysis, the means of collecting V-G data
should be improved so that. more uniform flight hours per
record may be insured in the future.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Statist ical methods of anaIysis of ?’-G records are de-
~eloped to obtain “flight envelopes” for transport planes.
These envelopes predict that, on the average, in a given
number of flight hours, one -due of airspeed will aceed the
envelope and one positive and one negative acceleration
increment will exceed the envelope with equal probability
of being experienced at any airspeed.

Comparisons of the flight envelopes with the composite
V–G envelopes indicated that these envelopes predict the
occurrences of large values of accelerations and airspeeds
-with a high degree of accuracy.

In order to obtain satisfactory resuh, a minimum of
about 15 records representing not Iess than about 2500
flight hours should be used in the analysis.

The number of flight hours per record is not particularly
important in the analysis provided the range of flight hours
in the set of records used is not too large.

l14NGLEY MEMOEI.U &KSONAUTICAL LABOFI.ATOBY,

NTATIONAL ~DwORY CoM-EE FoE ~=ox~u~cs,

LAKGLES FIELD, TA., August 31, 1946.
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